In 1960, Ehrenreich' reviewed the available experimental and theoretical evidence and proposed that the lowest L, local equivalent minima of the conduction band of GaAs were far enough in energy above the lowest X, local equivalent minima in this direct-gap material to be safely ignored in such phenomena as the Gunn effect that depend on the existence of higher indirect minima. Numerous later experiments apparently provided further confirmation of this hypothesis. ' Yet problems remain: The activation threshold of 0.38 eV determined from recent high-temperature' and high-pressure' Hall-effect and resistivity data is significantly lower than the measured I', -X, separation of 0.43-0.48 eV determined by intra-conduction-band absorption. " Also, the activation energy of N isoelectronic traps in the technologically important GaAs"P, " alloy series shows an anomalous increase in the binding energy as the As fraction increases. "
Here, we present the first direct measurement of the relative energies of the I', , L, , and X, conduction-band minima in GaAs. Our synchrotron-radiation Schottky-barrier electroreflectance (ER) spectra of the Ga Sd~-sp' core-conduction band transitions in the 20-22-eV range show that the L, minima actually lie 170+30 meV helena the X, minima in GaAs. We find that transport" and photoemission' " data that apparently supported the opposite ordering can be reinterpreted to be entirely consistent with the L, minima below the X, c. The new ordering also provides a natural qualitative explanation for the behavior of the binding energy of the N isoelectronic trap, further suggesting that the L-symmetry components in the wave functions of the trapped electrons will be important for luminescence-efficiency calculations;" moreover, it shows that the photoemission studies' of transport properties nominally at the X, minima have actually been at the L, , which also implies that the current descriptions of the operation of GaAs
Gunn oscillators" will have to be re-examined.
Schottky Fig. 1 , respectively. The dominant features, at 20.49 and 20.92 eV, are structures arising from critical points between the Ga3d,~, and Ga3d,~, core levels and the X, local minima of the sP' conduction band. This assignment follows directly from the line shape and relative-amplitude comparisons with GaP, " "where the X, minima are the absolute conduction-band minima and the origin of the structure is unambiguous. It is further supported by the exciton binding energies of Ga3d -X, transitions, which are of the order of 100 meV for GaP"'"'" and GaSb"'" -and, with this new assignment, for GaAs also. "
The "anomalous" features in Fig. 1 Figure 1 shows the reflectance spectra of freshly cleaved e surfaces for the fir st thr ee stages.
Unpolarized light at near-normal incidence was used (i.e. , with the polarization perpendicular to c). The stage 2 and 3 compounds were measured at room temperature in a flow of N, gas, while the stage 1 compound was immersed in carbon tetrachloride at -20'C since it is unstable at higher temperatures. ' The samples were x- 
